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“... for ye were not created to live as
brutes in the wild, but virtue and
knowledge to pursue”
Dante XXVI Inferno, Ulysses

International
Cooperation
Hub

FMF / INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION HUB

Free Mind Foundry
Founded in 2017 thanks to the international vision of Eng. Massaro,
Free Mind Foundry brings together digital companies and young
talents within a unique globally connected hub. In a few years, FMF
has doubled its spaces and projects, becoming the first International
Cooperation Hub for technological research and higher education
in the heart of the Mediterranean. Inside the hub, more than ten
innovative companies work side by side collaborating on common
projects and developing software platforms addressed to different
sectors. Free Mind Foundry is the heartbeat of international
connections, which are not made of cables only but of people, first.
It is the center from which intangible digital bridges flow, connecting
students, start-uppers and professionals from anywhere in the
world, covering any field of application.
“We want to contribute to the development of a
global digital economy, generating new jobs and
improving the positioning of our country in the
international technology landscape.”

Simone Massaro

Free Mind Foundry Founder & CEO

CAMPUS

ACADEMY

CAMPUS / SMART CO-WORKING SPACE

Free Mind Foundry
Working together means sharing ideas, visions, contents but
also spaces. Free Mind Foundry hosts a globally connected
digital community and is proposed as a center of excellence for
companies, students, entrepreneurs and freelancers looking
for an ideal space to grow ideas and boost their business, to
study and test themselves in different application fields. In Free
Mind Foundry technology, well-being and higher education
are keywords. The hub is distributed over two floors, inside
a completely green, intelligent and secure building, and is
immersed in a highly technological environment made of smart
workstations of made in Italy design, natural moss walls and
green corners, fountains and expertly hand-worked lava stone.
The workplace has been designed to connect people and things
in the most effective way possible, recreating comfortable and
desirable spaces that make the office a destination, a place in
which living and working become a daily pleasure.

The true measure of a
SPACE

is how it makes you feel

BaxEnergy
Monitoring & Control Room
The BaxEnergy Monitoring and Control Room is the brain of the
Innovation Hub. It interconnects thousands of renewable energy
power plants worldwide for a total of nearly 100 GW. It is a
technology marvel that processes 300+ billion data per year to
provide breath-taking views of the world energy production.

Smart entrance with face recognition

AI System

The entrance is monitored by cameras and IoT sensors capable of

Employees can interact with the AI system, through dedicated touch

identifying employees through facial recognition. The AI is also

screens, to book co-working areas, conference rooms, booths, and

able to detect and collect KPIs related to age, gender and moods of

schedule meetings with colleagues.

guests and visitors within the Hub.

Smart Digital Desks

Server Room

Tailor-made innovative desks equipped with smart IoT sensors

The Server Room, protected by special noise reduction glasses, is the

enable to gain accurate insights into environmental quality and

beating heart of our office and provides a large-scale computational

space usage.

power for scientific use and a hyper-fast data repository.

Meeting Rooms

Meet-up Booths

Each meeting room is equipped with high speed optical fiber

Meetings of 2 to 4 people can be comfortably hosted in special

connection, IoT sensors, large monitor and intelligent lighting

booths in bright colors, made of noise-absorbing materials and

system designed to set the right atmosphere for brainstorming,

located next to the working areas.

workshop, conferences or customer trainings.

Inner Courtyards
Welcoming and relaxing green spaces where people can meet,
randomly bounce into each other or chat drawing inspiration
under a tree.

Relax area

Chalkboards Walls

The large Olives Courtyard implements the social function of the

Many walls through the floor and in all conference rooms are

Greek Agorà into our office by recreating a central square where

coated in chalkboard paint to transform every corner into a

people can meet and relax, and new ideas can come alive.

brainstorming board, allowing to create notes and drawings when
an idea strikes you!

Digital Fitness Centre

Gaming Room

Our digital fitness centre, placed near the changing rooms with

The gaming room is the place in which people take a work break

showers, is equipped with the latest machines for functional

and recharge their batteries. It is equipped with table football,

training, such us elliptical, cyclette, tapis roulant, stretch-cords

pinball, vintage and contemporary cabin video games.

and punch bag.

Sound-proof phone booths

IoT Lab

Specially-made for us, these phone booths are perfect for having

A technological lab to manufacture microcircuits and the latest IoT

one-to-one conversations, making private calls, participating in

solutions, deployed throughout the campus to monitor the quality

video conferences without disturbing your colleagues.

of the work environment and improve daily life in it.

Zeus executive meeting room

Waiting room

The Zeus executive room is the hub’s decision-making center.

Adjacent to the Zeus executive room, the waiting room with glass

High technology and elegant made in Italy design characterize

windows depicting the goddess Athena, Hercules and Ulysses, is

the central round table, made of rosewood and a lava stone

used as a foyer for guests before the meeting starts.

insert, to welcome guests and ensure their comfort.

Island of Sirens

Enterprise work-stations

The Island of Sirens is the perfect place to have a work break

Work-stations are equipped with monitors and ergonomic chairs.

and to relax sitting on suspended nest-chairs or on blocks of lava

They are characterized by a combination of innovative scratch-

stone, facing a zen infinity fountain surrounded by greenery.

resistant materials and equipped with IoT sensors which collect data
about temperature, noise level and air quality.

Great people
MAKE

a company big!

CAMPUS

ACADEMY

Luck happens when
TALENT

meets opportunities

ACADEMY / ACADEMY FOR INNOVATORS

FMF Academy
Free Mind Foundry Academy aims to train young excellences eager to
build their career within the campus or at our local partners’ companies,
becoming pioneers of digital transformation and professionals in
different sectors. Students will be involved in a stimulating work
environment with the possibility of international networking. They
will have access to workshops and internal mentorship programs,
attending a wide variety of courses and specialized masters globally
recognized and certified by the most relevant Institutes.

Learning paths

L’ Accademia
è attrezzata con:

Project Management
6 Classrooms
Cloud Computing
2 Labs
Cybersecurity
1 Study hall
Networking

Game Development

Visual Communication & Graphic Design

Software Development

ECDL Certifications

FMF Academy

Our Startups

Academy proposes itself as a centre for professional training,

We support start-ups in their journey through the real-world

awarded to issue official certifications from:

challenges to turn their ideas into effective businesses ready
for the market.

Our Enterprise Partners

Software solutions for energy and beyond
BaxEnergy develops turnkey solutions for industrial data collection
and analysis and has 10 years of experience in the monitoring
of the production cycle of renewable power plants. Over time,
BaxEnergy monitored 100 GW of renewable energy, in over 20
countries and 5 continents, keeping an electronic eye on nearly
50,000 different devices and 1 million of different digital signals.
In addition to the core data collection and analysis, the company’s
products integrate intelligent modules for power forecasting, energy
trading and price prediction, and support for industrial-level battery
storage management. The monitoring platform is being extended
well outside the space of renewable energy to cover monitoring
of e-vehicle charging stations and other critical segments of the
national infrastructure such as transport and telecommunications.
Today, BaxEnergy is a multinational company based in Italy, with
branch offices in Germany, South Africa, Chile, Portugal and
representatives in India, Middle East, Ireland, Austria and Turkey.

baxenergy.com

Leading your business to the next level
IntelliSync is a software company primarily focused on data
science, artificial intelligence and machine learning. The company
develops enterprise-class solutions across multiple software
and hardware platforms for a number of industry sectors such
as finance, insurance, Telco and healthcare. IntelliSync matured
significant hands-on experience in the design of interactive
systems for big data analytics, building predictive models and
neural networks, anticipating new business trends. The company
provides end-to-end solutions and services including project
management, mentoring and team building dedicated services.

intellisync.it

Custom engineering and manufacturing
WiSNAM has ten years of expertise in electronic measurement
and industrial sensors design , focusing on the design and building
of tailor-made IoT devices for data collection in renewable energy
and smart building management. A multidisciplinary team combines
strong software expertise with solid electronic engineering skills
and a special passion for security. The company provides endto-end hardware and software solutions and is specialized in
the development of sensors, sensors networks and distributed
monitoring systems for different fields of application such as
renewable and nuclear energy, security, industrial and biomedical.
WiSNAM is behind the software support system for two very special
biomedical scenarios: bionic ear and total artificial heart. WiSNAM
follows all the design and development phases of large-scale data
processing solutions, bringing the production processes to another
level of intelligent automation and providing secure and complete
data anywhere and at any distance.

wisnam.com

Smart entrance
with face recognition

Gaming rooms

Server room

FMF Bar & Restaurant

IoT Lab

Terrace with Etna view

Sound-proof phone booths

Shared kitchen with social table

1MW Diesel back-up power system

Co-working areas and meeting rooms

Direct connection to Vodafone

Entire building protected 24/7

and Telecom network nodes

by armed security guards

Lockers for personal belongings

14 conference rooms
Motion capture
& video recording room

More than 6000 m² of space
Artificial intelligence monitoring
the entire work environment
Health & wellness digital gym

“The mission is light
when many share the effort”.

Homer

Free Mind Foundry srl
Sclafani street 40/B - 95024 Acireale (CT)
freemindfoundry.com

